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THE GOAL
The goal of the Dissertation Advisory Committee (DAC) meetings is for the student to receive
additional guidance from faculty members beyond the dissertation advisor on the student’s
dissertation research, advisor-advisee relationship, and career planning.
DISSERTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE SELECTION
The DAC comprises three faculty members. The DAC chair is responsible for keeping the
meeting running on course and on time, completing the DAC report form in full including all
questions on the form, and returning the completed, signed form to the Biophysics office.
Students will discuss their selection of committee members with Biophysics Program Co-Chairs
Rachelle and/or Martha, prior to finalizing the committee membership. The DAC chair must be a
Biophysics Program faculty member (listed below). At least one of the remaining two DAC
members must be a Harvard tenured-track faculty member but need not be a Biophysics Program
faculty member; up to one DAC member is permitted to be a tenured-track faculty member from
another academic institution (e.g., MIT).
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Try to pick faculty whose expertise fits closely with your dissertation topic. Some committees might
include faculty with expertise in the broad area of the student’s project but not exactly the same
system or topic, in order to provide expertise on multiple different topics related to the student’s
research and/or for broader perspective. Students should contact the potential committee members
directly to inquire about their willingness to serve on the committee. If you are having difficulty finding
committee members or a chair, please contact the program office for recommendations. The
student's dissertation advisor(s) participates in DAC meetings, but is not one of the three DAC
members.
STUDENT DAC REPORT
Students are required to submit a written DAC report to the DAC members at least 1 week prior to the
DAC meeting. The report for the 1st DAC meeting is typically a proposal for the planned dissertation
research, while reports for subsequent DAC meetings are updates of the progress made since the
prior DAC meeting, including a description of results, any challenges or stumbling blocks, progress
towards manuscripts, and plans for the next ~6-12 months of research. Students are encouraged to
clearly articulate points on which discussion and advice from DAC members is sought.
Format
o The student’s written DAC report should be ~2-10 pages, including figures and/or
tables. The initial DAC report is typically ~5-10 pages, while subsequent reports are
typically ~2-4 pages.
o Use at least 11 point font.
o Figures with legends are highly encouraged because they generally add clarity.
o The DAC report for the anticipated final DAC meeting should include an outline for the
dissertation.
The Biophysics Program Co-Chairs Rachelle and Martha are available to answer questions, clarify
expectations, and provide guidance at any point during the DAC report preparation process.
Examples of student DAC reports are available from Michele in the Biophysics office.
DAC MEETING
DAC meetings last 1.5 to 2 hours. Plan to schedule a 2-hr meeting, but at the outset of the meeting
the DAC chair and the student should check if any DAC members need to leave after 1.5 hrs.
Students should prepare a presentation of the student DAC report. We recommend that you prepare
for just a ~30-min presentation, as you will be interrupted with questions throughout the presentation.
Although it is appropriate to give a brief introduction, it is assumed that the DAC members will have
read the student’s written DAC report.
At the beginning of the DAC meeting, the student will be asked to leave the room. At this time, the
DAC chair will ask the dissertation advisor to inform the DAC on her/his impression of the student’s
research progress, skills development, issues that may have come up in the student’s written DAC
report, impression about the mentor-mentee relationship and student’s overall wellbeing, and in later
stages, plans for timing of the dissertation defense.
After the student re-joins the meeting, the dissertation advisor is then asked to leave the room. At this
time, the DAC chair will ask the student to inform the DAC on all the same points as mentioned
above, and also whether there are any points that the student would like to discuss confidentially with
the DAC while the dissertation advisor is out of the room.
After the dissertation advisor re-joins the meeting, the DAC chair will ask the student and advisor a
number of questions from the DAC report form that address whether the student has completed

various graduation program requirements (e.g., completion of an Individualized Development Plan
(IDP) within the past 12 months) and that ask about potential conflicts of interest.
The student will then give the prepared presentation on research progress and plans, with discussion
with the committee.
SCHEDULING THE DAC MEETING
The student should assemble a Dissertation Advisory Committee (DAC) and schedule the first DAC
meeting to occur within 6 months after passing the PQE. It is in the student’s best interests not to
delay scheduling the first DAC meeting, and to hold DAC meetings every ~6-12 months, as you will
gain valuable feedback from the DAC. Please note that selecting your committee members and
scheduling the meeting may take much longer than expected, and so you should plan well in advance
(2-4 months). Students may schedule their DAC meetings on their own, or may instead ask Michele
for assistance in scheduling the meetings. The web tools Doodle and when2meet are excellent aids
in polling people’s availability for meetings.
For meetings held virtually via Zoom, be sure at the outset of the meeting that the DAC chair is
made the Host or Co-Host of the Zoom meeting. For meetings held in person, Michele can assist
with room scheduling for meetings at the Longwood or Cambridge campuses, or with parking for
meetings held in person at the Longwood or Cambridge campuses. You can book a room for the
meeting through the eCommons portal under “Services” and fill out the “Room Request Form.” You
may also book a conference room in your department if preferred. Once you’ve confirmed your DAC
meeting, please email Michele the names of the DAC chair & remaining DAC members, and the
meeting date, time, and location.
THE OUTCOMES
The DAC chair will submit written feedback in the form of the completed DAC report form to Michele,
who will send a copy to the student, the Biophysics Program Co-Chairs Rachelle and Martha, and the
student’s dissertation advisor. In addition to giving feedback and recommendations on the
dissertation research, the committee is also available to provide guidance on career plans for after
the dissertation defense (e.g., applying for a postdoctoral position).
o The student will be informed by the end of the DAC meeting whether the student is
permitted to begin writing the dissertation. Permission is given only when the student
has completed essentially all or nearly all the work required for the dissertation. This
approval is referred to informally as “getting your box checked”. No more DAC
meetings will be held and instead the student can proceed to selecting a dissertation
defense committee and scheduling the dissertation defense within the next 6 months.
o If the student is not yet permitted to begin writing the dissertation, then the committee
will discuss with the student when the next DAC meeting should be held. DAC
meetings should be held at least once every 12 months.
NEXT STEPS
Students will discuss their selection of three dissertation defense committee (DDC) members with
Biophysics Program Co-Chairs Rachelle and/or Martha prior to finalizing the committee membership.
The Biophysics Program Co-Chairs Rachelle and Martha are available to answer questions, clarify
expectations, and provide guidance at any point during the preparation process for the dissertation
defense. Examples of student dissertations are available from Michele in the Biophysics office. The
student's dissertation advisor(s) is present at the dissertation defense, but is not one of the three DDC
members. The DDC chair must be a Biophysics Program faculty member. At least one of the
remaining two defense committee members must be a Harvard faculty member but need not be a

Biophysics Program faculty member; up to one defense committee member is permitted to be a
faculty member from another academic institution (e.g., MIT). Up to 2 members of the DDC may have
also served as members of the DAC.

